Abstract-Virtual manufacturing environments need complex and accurate 3D human-computer interactions. Current virtual environments (VEs) suffer from one major issue which is the heavy loads of the users both on cognitive aspect and motor operational aspect. In order to solve this issue, the solution presented aims to increase both machine's cognitive capability and the throughput of the system. This solution is mainly based on techniques and methods of a well-established field known as complex event processing (CEP). Our approach applies CEP to input events in multimodal systems, the events (State vector) which are produced in the system are received, filtered, aggregated or transformed into higher-level intents using a rule-based system. The experiments have shown that intent-driven software construction method and CEP (Complex Event Processing) have a great potential in both, enhancing the naturalness and efficiency of human-computer interactions (HCI) and increasing the throughput over low latency (increase the responsiveness of a system). It also can be considered as an effective analysis method for human-centered VE developments.
automatically‖. This means that a multimodal system uses speech, gestures and other human input channels to allow the user to interact with the system.
Based on the definition of Bellik and L. Nigay, we redefine the modality as a -concrete form of a particular mode referring the human senses or their expression ways and using the coupling of interaction language with input devices‖. Modalities can also be classified as active or passive: it considered active when it is used consciously by the user otherwise it is considered as passive.
VE systems especially rely on multimodal interactions. In this paradigm users use all kinds of input devices to manipulate the virtual objects in VE. Using the eye and the hands, the participants of VE express their interactive intents. Researchers have invented many 3D input devices to manipulate virtual objects in virtual space. We mention some representative works in multimodal interaction. The researches on data glove based gesture and image processing based bare-hand motion capturing are the papers of [3] , [4] . Virtual human and virtual hand can greatly enhance immersion and interactive realism. Researchers investigate virtual hand gestures to express every kind of interactive intents [5] , and use virtual hand to grab virtual parts to realize accurate assembly operations [6] . Interests on eye-tracking research have been growing rapidly since 2003, and many researches about eye gazing, especially the ones using eye movements as a means of interaction with a computer, have been carried out [7] , [8] . But there is not any research on eye and hand modal coordination and integration. We have investigated eye and hand coordination in order to find the principle of this multimodal integration using devices below shown in Fig. 1 , those devices will be used later to help capturing the user's intent..
Eye tribe [9] is a device equipped with an eye tracker enables users to use their eye gaze as an input modality that can be combined with other input devices like mouse, keyboard, touch and gestures, referred as active applications. The Eye Tribe Tracker in Fig. 2 is an eye tracking system that can calculate the location where a person is looking by means of information extracted from person's face and eyes.
The eye gaze coordinates are calculated with respect to a screen the person is looking at, and are represented by a pair of (x, y) coordinates given on the screen coordinate system. Magellan/SPACE MOUSE [10] is a 3D input device that is used to control the position and orientation of 3D graphical objects in virtual space. The device controls three translational degrees of freedom (X, Y and Z) and three rotational degrees of freedom (A, B and C). 
II. COMPLEX EVENT PROCESSING AND MULTIMODAL INPUT SYSTEMS
Interactive and Reactive systems respond to the occurrence of events of interest e.g., user interaction or changes in the state of components by performing some computation, which may in turn, trigger new events.
Complex Event Processing (CEP) systems analyze large flows of primitive events received from a monitored environment to timely detect situations of interest, or composite events. In CEP, the processing takes place according to user-defined rules, which specify the relations between the observed events and the phenomena to be detected.
Due to a growing amount of different input devices as well as multimodal interaction techniques, multimodal interactive systems such as interactive surfaces and VE systems, they have seen a fast development in recent years. However, many of those systems tend to use low-level interfaces to deal with user input, leading to systems hard to extend or reuse. CEP can be applied to several domains: sensor networks for environmental monitoring [11] ; payment analysis for fraud detection [12] ; financial applications for trend discovery [13] ; RFID-based inventory management for anomaly detection [14] . The general subject of our work -the application of CEP to interactive systems (Intent Understanding) -has not received much attention so far. The CEP research community does not consider it as a potential application area [15] , Complex event processing (CEP) refers to resources that collect different kinds of data from different parts of an IT system, or other sources, to look for meaningful results that can be reported to decision makers.
The term Complex Event Processing was popularized in [16] ; however, CEP has many independent roots in different research fields, including discrete event simulation, active databases, network management, and temporal reasoning. It refers to the representation process of events by computer. David Luckham [17] gave definition of complex events in the 2001 book -The Power of Events‖: complex event detection is a pre-defined collection of tools and techniques designed for analysis and control of a series of interrelated events. And he gives two meanings to the word event. The first meaning refers to an actual occurrence (the something that has happened) in the real world or in some other system. The second meaning takes us into the realm of computerized event processing, where the word event is used to mean a programming entity that represents this occurrence. In the followings, we show the definitions and synonyms of some event processing concepts according to this glossary and the examined articles: 1) Event: Anything that happens, or is contemplated as happening, also used to mean a programming entity that represents such an occurrence in a computing system. 2) Complex event: An event that is an abstraction of other events, (constructed event, high-level event; sometimes it means a composite and a derived event as well). 3) Event stream: a linearly ordered sequence of events. 4) Event attribute: A component of the structure of an event; (event property). 5) Event channel: A conduit in which events are transmitted from event sources (emitters) to event sinks (consumers). (Event connection). 6) Situation: A specific sequence of events. 7) Raw event: An event object that records a real-world event. 8) Detection time: The timestamp when the event was detected. 9) Event Processing Engine: A set of event processing agents and a set of event channels connecting them. To facilitate a common understanding, we represent the analogs between the mind and CEP in Table I: Only in recent years, CEP has emerged as a discipline in its own right and an important trend in industry. The founding of the Event Processing Technical Society [18] in 2008 underlines this development. CEP is a powerful technology, it offers several benefits: 1) Permit very high event throughput with low latency, as the CEP engine is specially designed for continuous event stream processing. It uses well tested and implemented algorithms and improvement methods with optimization techniques, beside any future improvement will be immediately available to our System. Latency: How long does it take until the effects of an input event appear in the output? 2) High data rates. Data rate is how many input events per second can the system process 3) Detection, aggregation, fusion and selection of input events are based on a declarative specification (using the Event Processing Language (EPL)). This declarative approach allow to specify interactions like gestures more abstractly and lets the CEP engine perform the actual processing and maintenance of current and past events. This abstraction also makes it possible to profit from optimizations and other improvements carried by the engine without having to change the applications code. 4) As CEP solutions are also used in non-interactive scenarios such as context event processing in ambient assisted living environment [19] .
III. INTENTS EXPRESSION IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
Definition 1: (intent) is a mental activity which helps the VE reaches a given state in a short term during a stage of an interactive process. It depends on user's intellectual state and current working scenario, and it is delivered through multimodal temporal hybrid events.
Intent is concrete both in reality and virtual reality. Intent expression is very natural in our life, but nearly all the intents are ignored in everyday life, we have never paid any attention to them, and some intent were only investigated by the cognitive psychologists for other goals. The reason of explicitly defining intent is that, only the fine and elaborate meanings can satisfy the requirement of design and planning in virtual environments. Intent capturing and understanding will not be an easy thing except the case where the intent is delivered by dictation or other predefined explicit manners. The amount of intents in everyday life is big. For software construction we don't need to realize all these intents. Only the significant intents which are normally used in designing and planning will be investigated here. So the amount of types of intent and the total amount of intents will not be in big numbers.
Definition 2(perception): Is the real-time computation and relevant feedback representation of an active virtual object. It relates with every kind of spatial relationship among the virtual objects. Virtual object communicates with others and computes to recognize a spatio-temporal relationship with other objects in the scene.
Definition 3 (interactive mode): Is spatio-temporal abstract of user's operation behavior in a specific mission within a virtual environment. It includes a specific timing of multimodal cooperation or a temporal sequence of interactive manipulations.
Based on the concepts defined above, we can set up a cognitive model for virtual environments. The cognitive model here means a paradigm of human-computer interaction in VEs. Here we use a virtual assembly application as an example to illustrate the cognitive model. In order to explain the model we will explain the concept of work flow. Work flow is an activity sequence in virtual environments to fulfill the whole mission of assembly. Every activity is made up of a short sequence of tasks, where a task is composed of a set of primitive operations. Every task is formalized by an intent, interactive modes and perceptions. In other words, once an intent of a task occur, the multimodal operations will follow up and normally play several definite interactive modes, and then at a time point an interactive mode will trigger a specific perception. In general, the task sequence in an activity will be completed before entering the next activity. In this situation, intent of next task will bring the VE into the next activity, and so on. But in some exception situation, the user intent will break away from the current activity and transit VE into another activity which is not in the specified work flow when a user' thinking jumping occurs.
Both intent and interactive mode need to be captured in real-time. Intents guide virtual environments to transit from task to task and deduce object's behaviors. They will trigger activity transitions in a work flow, and trigger the jumping among the tasks in an individual activity node. How to get the rules of judging intents is a problem which must be solved. It is impossible to find the solution from computer science and software engineering; instead we can find it from cognitive psychology. We analyze human thoughts and behaviors from experiments and observations.
According to behavior theory [20] , human's cognitive activity and motor behavior are connected with each other. Cognitive activities are cooperated with external behaviors; meanwhile, human external behaviors reflect the inner thinking activities. User intents are expressed by their interactive behaviors in virtual environments. Because there are different virtual environment configurations, we should give a clear definition to the situation where intents are expressed. Here the authors mainly analyze intent expressions in a virtual assembly system Interaction3D which is a desktop virtual environment. The main input devices used are space mouse and a non-intrusive eye tracking instrument.
Definition 4(state vector):
State vector is a multi-dimensional vector structure which depicts a state of multimodal inputs at a time point, which is expressed as: <t, Sce, Obj1, Obj2, Obj3, Aty, Tsk, Mod1, Mod2, Mod3>. Where ' t' represents the time point of the state,' Sce' represents for a current scene, 'Obji' represents for the related virtual objects, 'Aty' represents for system's current activity, 'Tsk' is a user's current interactive task, 'Modi' represents for the state of input channel i.
Based on a long term observations, we discovered that intents can be well expressed within 5 successive state vectors (multimodal event slices). So in the later part of this paper we will analyze no more than 5 state vectors for intent. 3 shows some perceptive representations in virtual assembly 3D Interaction. In Fig. 3(a) , when the round washer approaches the case and the feature matching relationship has been perceived, the matched feature will be lighted with the red cylinder. This representation of FeaMatching perception will be the condition of collect the input data and create a new state vector. In Fig. 3(b) , the Major axis of cylinder feature of the current part bolt and the Major axis of the feature hole of the target part case is lighted with red color. This is the representation of Coincidence perception. After a feature pair matching has been found, user rotate the current part and make the axis of the current feature on the current part coincident with the axis of the target feature on the target part will make the Coincidence perceptive representation occur. In Fig. 3(c) , a green square plane is used to mention the user that a feature pair surface mating is discovered, the green plane also displays the place where this mating will occur.
IV. USING COMPLEX EVENTS PROCESSING IN INTENT UNDERSTANDING
CEP engines manage event-driven information systems by employing techniques such as detecting complex patterns, building correlations, and relationships such as causality and timing between many events. Events are represented as objects which have different attributes depending on the type of the event. The event processing is responsible for receiving input events produced by the input devices, applying any processing rules registered with the middleware and providing all events (raw or processed) to the interaction layer. In our case as shown in Fig. 4 the inputs of event engine are a state vectors which will be issue from all function of event processing, state vectors enter the engine one by one and are matched against the stream specifications of all queries (Queries are written using the EPL). If an event matches a specification, the query is evaluated and, might generate intent as output and this one will trigger an action. The schema shows the architecture of using CEP in intent understanding. (1), (2) and we give the equivalence of those descriptions using Event Processing Language.
A. Event Pattern Matching
N is true at time t, iff N was true at time t-1; The equivalence using Event Processing Language is in e1 describe a state Vector at time t-1 with attribute sce=stock following by e2 a state at time t with attribute sce=Asm, means the interaction space transferred from stock scene to assembling scene,
O N is true at time t, iff N is true at next time t+1; The equivalence using Event Processing Language is in Fig. 6 : select * from SV[] match_recognize ( measures e1 as SV [1] , e2 as SV [2] pattern (e1 e2) define e1 as (e1.Tsk == Pick), e2 as (e2.Tsk== Apprch). e1 describe a state Vector at time t with attribute TSK=Pick following by e2 a state at time t+1 with attribute TSK=Apprch, means the The system state transit from the pickup task object approach task.
B. Algorithm of Intent Capture
The EPL offers an INSERT INTO clause, which allows creating new events or passing existing events back into an event stream, which results in the following structure for rules: 1) INSERT INTO name of new event type 2) SELECT list of new event attributes 3) FROM stream specification
The EPL globally allows using many SQL like constructs and expressions, and also event stream processing specific treatment clauses and operators. We will explain a few aspects in order to make the algorithms easier to understand. In general, the EPL permits accessing all attributes of event objects by specifying their name (e.g., accessing the attribute 'pos' on the object 'Mouse' would be written as Mouse .pos) and the same for calling any methods defined on it.
Within the FROM clause, it is possible to use different event stream specifications: filter-based, pattern-based or window/view-based. The first (filter-based) is used for directly matching events based on their type/stream name with optional filter expressions to further narrow down the amount of events it applies to. The second(pattern-based ) allows more complex matching of event patterns, which might consist of different types of events from different streams and thus also allows expressing temporal relations using the followed-by operator (->). The last (window-based) is used in combination with the first specification method and allows operating on a window of events collected over time or depending on user defined conditions. An event is a special kind of a message generated by input devices. Analyzing event data is difficult if the data is not normalized into a common, complete, and consistent model. Therein lay the challenges for modeling -to allow virtually any type of event to be defined and to provide maximum infrastructure for supporting event handling. We define the structure of event which is a same with state of vector StateVec V { t, represents the time. Sce, represents for a current scene.
Obj[], represents for the related virtual objects.

Aty, represents for system's current activity.
Tsk, user's current interactive task. 
Mod[].represents for the state of input channel i. getGaze(), getRot(), getTrans(). }
We explain those equations in experiments and analysis section.
Each input device is wrapped by a collector, contains all the modules and operations necessary to collect the devices specific events from the available devices, convert them into state vector and send them the CEP Engine.
We constructed the algorithm based on the results shown in the figure below (Fig. 7) which were acquired by observing the intents experiments. The metrics was calculated using (3), (4), (5) .
First, as shown in Fig. 7 , the algorithm will collect the vectors state using the script: -Select (*) from SV-Repository Retain batch 5 Events‖. This means the moment when five vectors state are collected, they will be sent immediately to the engine to be treated. We will create a vector state whenever an interaction occurs between a human and the input device.
Second, we create statements; A statement is a continuous query registered with an Esper engine instance that provides results to listeners in real-time when the stream of event matches a specification. In our case we have three intents therefore we should define three statements, a statement for each intent.
The query corresponding to Feamatch intent means whenever we get a high Gaze metric (greater than threshold defined by experiments) and a decrease of Translation Metric, the statement will invoke FeaMatchStatListener. The script of concidence mate means whenever we get a stable Translation Metric (small change) for five state vectors, the statement will invoke CoincidenceStatListener.
The statement corresponding to the faceMate intent is whenever we get a low Gaze metric (less than threshold defined by experiment) and a decrease of Translation Metric, the statement will invoke FaceMateStatListener.
Third, adding a Listener. When attaching a listener to the statement provided by the engine, it will be invoked by the engine in response to one or more events that change a statement's result set. Listeners contain what intent will be executing (triggering) as actions.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
The goal of experiment is to demonstrate how we designed the Fig. 6 from observation. It can be described as below: The task of the participants is to assemble a cover washer onto a transmission case. When a participant carries out the work, he/she first should pick the washer part and translate it facilitated with approaching perception, then continue to translate it in a company of FeaMatch perception, later, rotate the washer part in the company of Coincidence perception; finally continue to translate the part in a company of FaceMate perception. At every point when a perceptive representation emerges the participant will release an affirmation, which is a discrete event. The scenes of three main intents, FeaMatch, Coincidence and FaceMate, are shown in Fig. 8 . To compare and analyze the experiment data of distinct intents from state vectors, the experiment conductors gave three normalized metrics for three modalities, which are hand rotation metric, hand translation metric and eye movement metric. The maximal metric value is set to 10 units. First the eye movement parameter is normalized. In virtual environment two important parts are assigned when assembly is going on in the scene, one of which is the part called current part which the user is manipulating, and the other is called target part which is the part that current part is being assembled on. The feature on the current part which has relevant semantics with the current assembly operation is called current feature, while the feature on the target part which has corresponding semantics with the current assembly operation is called target feature. The eye focus during the interactive process in VE can be classified in three types, i.e., focusing on current feature, focusing on target feature, and focusing on any other where. The first type and second type are the most important ones thus the normalized eye movement metric will distinguish these two gaze types. The normalized metric GazeValue is shown in (3). Focus is a user's gaze point on screen; CurFeaCenter is the geometric center of current feature on current part, and TarFeaCenter is the geometric center of target feature on target part.
Secondly, the hand rotation parameter is normalized. For every geometric feature we give names of Major, Minor and the 3thAxis to the three local coordinate axes respectively. Suppose that the angle between the two Major axes of current feature and target feature is θ1, the angle between the two Minor axes is θ2, and the angle between the two the 3th Axis axes is θ3. The normalized metric of rotation is given by (4) .
Thirdly, the hand translation parameter is normalized. The geometric centers of the current feature and the target feature are Origincf and Origintf respectively. Suppose the maximal assembly operational distance is DMax which is the possible longest translation distance in the virtual space. The normalized two handed translation metric TranValue is as shown in (5) . In order to facilitate the intent analysis, the authors used a kind of line chart to visualize the multimodal metrics. In experiment, three distinct key intents, namely FeaMatch, Coincidence, Facemate, are verified. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 9 . The curves labeled with signs Gaze, Rot and Tran represent the statistical data of metric GazeValue, RotValue and TranValue of the interactive assembly process respectively. For intent FeaMatch, the normalized value Gaze and Rot nearly has no change, the normalized value Tran drops linearly. For intent Coincidence, the characteristic of the figure is that, the normalized value of Tran almost has no change, meanwhile, the value of Rot decreases linearly and the value of Gaze shows a distinct jumping. While for intent FaceMate, the value of Tran decreases and the values of Gaze and Rot keep unchanged. The experiment results demonstrate the distinctions among the three main intents we used in assembly process.
In order to verify what we designed and ran our own performance evaluation in real time. We used assembly system, we define rules and patterns. Those rules were actual implementations of intents. As we only wanted to measure the impact of the CEP in intent capturing. For each state vector passed into the CEP Engine, the time was measured it took the Engine to accept the next event. This time (shown in Table II ) includes all query evaluations as well as calling all registered event listeners. Fig. 9 . Throughputs results.
The Fig. 9 shows the throughput (ms) plotted as a function of total state vector transmitted; we can see clearly after looking to the graph (scales roughly linearly) the high throughput and the scalability given by CEP engine (real time processing in intent capturing), after used a recording of different quantity raw input and configuring 3 rules (each rule for each intent). And we see also from the result (Table II) most of intent is capturing (98.5 % average) in our experiments, the accuracy is depending how we define our rules and patterns.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce the established principles and methods of complex event processing into the domain of interactive systems especially for intent understanding. The architecture presented in this paper tailored to bring several benefits over the currently used approaches in this field. It allows for a more extensible and scalable system and increase the throughputs, which is especially important to those systems, as more and more different input modalities are added to these systems.
